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will talk on
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The Movement and the Labor Split
Bob Corcoran has known about the DLP from its beginnings in 1941.
He spoke on the DLP at the National Conference of the ASSLP at Newcastle
which showed him as an authority on the subject.
He spoke very well indeed.
Venue
AWU Training Centre
61 Drummond St, Carlton

(near Queensberry St)
Chairman
Dr Peter Love

Light Refreshments

Lloyd Edmonds, Secretary
337 7554

Report of 3rd National Conference
OF THE Australian Society

FOR THE Study of Labour History
Bob James
The 3rd National Confer

ence of ASSLH In Newcastle,

NSW,over 4 days, 24-27 June
1993 attracted over 200 people
to hear more than 60 speakers,
and a further 50 musicians and

poets,'celebrate history'. It
appears none went away dis
appointed, most expressing
delight at the event.
The venue, the Hamilton
RSL Club, Included the bistro

bars and poker machines of
any working-class social club,
but also held a well-equipped
auditorium, dining room and
library. These functioned as the
locations for presentations on
as broad a range of topics as
has ever been presented at a
gathering of historians. Strikes,
lock-puts and party political
struggles competed for atten

Intenweaving of collective and

way Workshops over three
pages Including the front page.
Sanitising history and turning
social conflict Into an antiquar

personal histories and used his

ian pastime for 'oldtlmers' Is

own father as exemplar.
Hayden senior had been a
'Wobbly' In the USA and had
arrived In Australia as an Illegal
Immigrant with the result that

easily done.
Attempts by the organisers
of the Conference to Integrate
constituencies and approaches

vided an unexpected highlight.
Mr Hayden was clearly Im

pressed by the narrative's

his activist life ended and he

were only partly successful.
Certainly, the registered partici
pants Included academic and
professional historians, ama

sought to hide himself away
from eyes which might have
provoked his deportation.
Hayden junior showed a keenly

teur and local enthusiasts,
older activists and younger

sympathetic concern for the

acolytes. However, with a small

'footloose - and I daresay like his father;

number of exceptions, the
academics managed to avoid
the musical and poetic contri

The unrelenting harshness
of life for so many working

the narrower. Institutional defi

people, the huge discrepancies

nitions of labour history man

in income and wealth evident in

desperate' lifestyle of seamen

butions and those Inclined to

tion with brass bands,freema

society, the privilege and power

aged to survive without engag
ing with those offering non-

sonry and changes In tel
ephone technology.
The opening address,
provided by Professor Ann

which the wielders of wealth

tradltlonal understandings.

and owners of property could

Equally unfortunately, the
mascullst aura long surround
ing the whole area of study

Curthoys of the Sydney Univer
sity of Technology, was entitled

exercise, and the remorseless

hostility to organised labour
coming from some of these
sources... explain the rise of

known as Labour History man

'Cultural Studies and Labour

the Wobblies. Direct action

aged to keep the numbers of
participating women below a

History'. It canvassed the pres
sures on the study of labour
history over the last 3 decades
exerted by theoretical and
practical developments In

appearedjustified. For some, it

preferable level.

areas once excluded from

labour history.
A speech by the Governor
General, BIN Hayden,to launch
Frank Cain's general account
of the Industrial Workers of the

World, Wobblies at War, pro-

appeared the only way.
In this case, the 'wielders

of wealth and owners of prop

Still, the momentum gener

ated by the whole gathering
was considerable and the
Executive of the Australian

erty' nullified the possible Im
pact of these sentiments from

Society went away Invigorated

the first citizen of the land by
simply not reporting them. Four

future paths. Any thoughts of

days after taking up around five

the demise of labour history

column Inches on the speech,
the Newcastle Herald spread

were clearly dispelled. Trans

the closure of the Cardiff Rail

and enthused about possible

mission of faith In the cause to

a new generation of scholars Is
well underway.
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DEFENCE OF UNIONS
SPEAKER NOTES
John Arrowsmith
In July of last year I asked myself:
"If you were one of those whose
opinions would be sought after
during the coming Federal elec
tion what would you say?"
I sat down and listed the Issues I

would raise. Here they are:
1
I would draw from history as
much Information as I thought
useful In defence of the unions.
2
I would look back over the

three great economic crises In our
history - 1890s,1930s and today and see what lessons they pro
vide.

3
I would search my files for
any back-up Information that
would support my view that states
rightism Is the most deeply In
grained and most destructive
trend In our society.
4

I reached the conclusion

that very little reference would be
made In the campaign to the socalled 'alliance' with America. My
view Is that we Australians need
to ask ourselves:

"Is It to our advantage that
we have had successive Govern

ments - of various political lean
ings - who have shown them
selves to be willing tools of what

ever US administrations happen
to be In power?"
5

Then In October came the

march to power of one Mr Jeffrey
Kennett In Victoria. I do not claim

to be a great learned student of
history. However my limited
knowledge has led me to con
clude that we have never had a
Government - In the Federal or

State arena - to match the present
regime dominant In the Victorian
Parliament.

I decided I would put to
gether a set of speaker's notes on

these topics.
I decided the election would

be held on the second Saturday In
December 1992 - that's another of

the wrong estimates I have made
over the years - so my notes were
spread over a long period.
I failed to finalise them
before the March 13 election so

they are now resource - rather
than Immediately applicable
material. Here Is a summary:
DEFENCE OF UNIONS
I have drawn on the wonder

the local court and the police
lumbered with costs of round

$30,000.
When considering the three
great economic crises I was struck
by the similarities. Those who
would like to receive the notes will

read of unemployment from 1892
to today, and a quite absorbing and amazingly relevant to today account of the 1888-1890s eco
nomic crises.
In relation to our relations

with US administrations several of
the notes relate to this. I searched

ful history of the Tolpuddle Mar
tyrs. I think It Is an Inspiration to us
that they came to our shores after
a rigged trial - as convicts while
home In 1834 they were not
forgotten and after a three year
struggle public opinion won their

the Civil War. Another three of the

freedom.

notes cover recent developments

I looked over my history of
the fight against the penal powers
culminating In the upsurge of 1969
-1 describe those five days as
Labour's finest hour. I sincerely
believe that that fight makes
Inspirational reading for today.
Then I turned to the astonishing

Inside the US.

outcome of a confrontation In

Victoria's Western District(a most
conservative area) between
picketers and pllce at a local
abattoir's. I do not exaggerate
when I say that this experience Is
of vital Importance to those who
wish to keep up-to-date on today's
development.
The notes quote sources
which reveal a connection be

tween a top Liberal administrator,
and a person with criminal convic
tions, who conspired to promote
violence on the picket line. The
result? All picketers discharged In

through my files to find a 1947
article In a US magazine about
Abraham Lincoln. He was a strong
supporter of unionism and pro
moted some of the early radicals
In US society In his army during

Four of them provide what I
think Is useful material about the

activities of Mr Kennett and his

government.
I am far from happy about
the approach to the economic
conditions of today from the
various Labor governments and
the ACTU leaders.

Drawing on historical experi
ence I have endeavoured to

provide speakers with material
that I truly believe contributes to
an Informed debate about the way
forward. I would value the opinion
of others who read them.

Altogether these notes number 28
so It's a comprehensive package.
Any Interested reader should
telephone me on (03)419 4481.
I can make them available.
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William Lane - Events of
ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO
from John Arrowsmith

attempt to enslave the people
resistance to that tyranny is called
patriotism."

land for Canada and the United
States. There he became a

•A powerful alliance between
Parliament, the employers, and the
army was built up.
•They were relentless in
action, against the Maritime Work

linotype operator and than a
journalist. When he settled in

ers in 1890-91 and the Shearers
and Bush workers in 1892.

Brisbane at the end of 1885 he
became known as a socialist

One example of the intensity
of feeling was the trial in

sponded with a settlement in

publicist.
He came to idealise the

Rockhampton Court of strike
leaders in 1891. The judge, when

force behind the New Australia

shearer. On his reporting rounds

told by the jury that they could not

Co-operative Settlement Associa

he carried a selection of books on

reach a verdict blatantly told them
they must convict. They finally
found two not guilty, thirteen guilty
but were to be treated leniently.

tion. He attracted 600 subscribing
members. On 6 April 1891 in

The judge asked on what evidence
did they base their call for leni
ency. They were unable to give
reasons. The judge said that the
jury must go about its business

place when it was decided to
send a person named Alt Weller

and he would go about his. He
then imposed stiff sentences.

and free of change. The move

William Lane was born in

England on 6 September 1861.
When aged sixteeen he left Eng

Socialism. His voice and his pen
did much to turn the movement

towards political action. He
launched his own paper, the
Boomerang which had a circula
tion of 20,000. In It Lane's views
dominated. As its name indicates
he was in favour of Australia's

nationalism, an Australian repub
lic. But he echoed in his racism the
views of most Australians. He was

also a prohibitionist which led to
disputes later.
At the conclusion of the inter

He read three extracts from

the Wbr/cer written by Lane.
These were:

"What is more, for the classes

colonial Trade Union Congress

to resort to violence is to drive the

held in Brisbane March 1890 the

masses to violence, and in these

THE NEW AUSTRALIA CO
OPERATIVE SETTLEMENT
Lane had been in touch with
leaders of communes in a few
countries. In 1889 he corre

Mexico. He became the driving

Brisbane, what one historian has

called a search meeting took

to South America.

What was found in Paraguay
was 463,000 acres - unsettled

ment bought a shipcalled the
Royal Tea and preparations were
made for departure. Lane said
that he wanted "people amply
suppled with capital and Intact
with sound social Ideas".

In Sydney the authorities

delegates refused to drink to the
Queen. They also called for three

days of scientific discoveries a few
desperate avengers can do a lot of

found all kinds of excuses to hold

cheers for the Australian Feder

damage."
'There is no equitable claim
on the part of government upon
those who have no voice in gov
ernment that they should keep the
laws made by others for the sole
advantage of others."

deal of the finances were used

ated Republic.
Lane became a non-voting
member of the executive of the

Trade Union Congress and editor
of its paper the M/br/cerwhich
appeared on 1 March 1890. Social
developments in the nineties fore
shadowed the paper.
•The employers came to
gether In an organised manner
and set out to cut back on wages
and conditions.
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'That Government estab

lished in Queensland is a tyranny
and not representative of the

people and that when force Is used
by a tyranny in furtherance of an

up the departure date. A great
up. Eventuaily 220 colonists
sailed on 14 July 1893, approxi
mately 100 years ago.
GAVIN SOUTER
GIVES THE STORY
Gavin Souter in his book

A Peculiar People published in
1968 gives us the full story.
continued p5

Souter says that Lane's
Puritanism contained no tact and
little human sympathy.

The Governor-General in 1916-1917
Sir Ronald Munro-Ferguson

Some settlers refused to be

bound by his rules of temperance
and racial exclusiveness. The

settlement was less than a year
old when, on 7 July 1894, Lane

COMPARED TO

The Governor-General Sir Bill Hayden
in 1993

declared 'The Crooked ones will

have to go". Wit 62 others he
moved 45 miles away to found
another settlement.

It never became more than

self-sufficient - a growing number
sought a better standard of iife
elsewhere.

During World War I, par
ticularly during 1916 and 1917,
the Governor-General, Sir
Ronald Munro-Ferguson, was

fearful of the harm that might
occur if the IWW operated in

Souter writes that Lane felt

war industries. In 1916 a British

betrayed. He was weakened by

naval engineer, Mr King Salter,
assisted in the supervision of

illness, throughout his life he
never enjoyed robust health, and
hardship: he became disillu

sioned. He resigned as chairman
and on 1 August 1899 sailed for
New Zealand.

Lane joined the New Zealand
Herald in Auckland as Leader
Writer in 1900 and became editor
in 1913. Souter describes his

approach as a political volte-face.

He became a conservative imperi
alist. He denounced industrial
lawlessness, advocated universal

military training and when war
broke out showed himself a mas
ter of patriotic rhetoric.

He died on 26 August 1917.
He was survived by his wife, a son
and five daughters. Three other
children had pre-deceased him.

He lost a son at Gallipoli.
Souter records that it was
sad that a man who offered so
much should take the road he did.

clared that the conditions in the

dockyards were notorious and
that the Brisbane would sail to

Singapore to repair the damage
inflicted by her builders (none of
whom were arrested). He
added "Had she been put to
gether in Singapore the work

the construction of the Austral

would have been done in half
the time at half the cost". In

ian navy's light cruiser Bris

fact, the ship was sound and

bane at the Cockatoo Island

required no repairs at Singa

Dockyards.

pore or elsewhere to fit her for

King Salter gave a report
to the governor-general alleg

service in the British navy to

ing that the Minister for the
Navy and the unions combined

duration of the war.

to have their own men ap
pointed in the yard; that parts
of the ship had been sabo

elements of the Australian
Government in 1917.
In 1993 our GovernorGeneral launched the book on
the IWW. His father was an
American seaman who met and

taged; that the IWW men were

attempting to get aboard during
the steam trials on 2 Novem
ber; and that a man who had
acted as an informant to naval

which she was lent for the

The IWW was feared by all

was influenced by IWW spokes
men. The Governor-General

intelligence about this IWW plot

spoke on their songs and

had been shot in the shoulder.
Sir Ronald Munro-

them. The Australian Governor-

Ferguson sent a report to the

General today certainly was

British colonial secretary Mr

different to the British one of

Andrew Bonar Law. He de

1916.

quoted a verse from one of

Adela Pankhurst and Tom Walsh
Mary Gannon asks for anyone who may be able to talk to her
about Adela Pankhurst and Tom Walsh.

Please contact her at 10 Frederick St, Heidelberg 3081
to talk about the anti-conscription movement
and these two prominent leaders.
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continued: 1917 - A Year of Tension by Judith Smart
The socialists and trade unionists in Melbourne felt even more threatened in July
when the federal government tightened the Unlawful Associations Act, making it
possible to ban any association by proclamation, seize its property and imprison its
members for up to six months. This marked increase in legislative repression,
coincided with the threat to living standards and a renewal of religious sectarianism led

by the Victorian Protestant Federa'tjon. Together they produced rising anger and
frustration among 'Laborites' and an irresistable compulsion to resort to more desperate
and daring measures. In defiance of the calls of self-righteous middle-class women to

tighten belts, labour activists urged vigorous protest 'Thrift' was a ploy of capitalism,
claimed one labour paper:
If the rich save and the poor economise, the
tangible result of the saving and the economy
wiU eventually make the Rich richer and the Poor
poorer... There is plenty- of wealth in Australia,
and the necessity exists not so much for thrift as
for the opening up of avenues of employment.

There was plenty of evidence of a general decline in living standards among the
people and near-starvation in the case of a significant few. Since the outbreak of war,

retail prices offood and groceries in Melbourne had risen 28.2 per cent, and what could
be purchased for £2/1/1 in 1914 now cost £2/8/3. Bread now cost the average family
5d more a week, butter an extra ls3d, sugar lOd and meat an additional 5s. Wages had
not kept pace: for Victoria as a whole they had increased only 15.4 per cent and where
the average male wage in 1914 was £2/14/7, now it was only £2/18/10 (which did not
even pay for extra cost of the meat let alone other food and rent). A woman's wage m
1914 was a mere £1/7/9 and £1/8/5 three years later. In addition, 1917 saw 10.6 per
cent unemployment in Victoria which, while not equalling the peak of 14.1 per cent
reached at the end of 1914, was higher than any other year of the war.
The wharf labourers took the first action, banning the shipment of aU foodstuffs
overseas until the cost of essentials was brought back down to the pre-war rates.
Neither did the leaders of the labour movement mince their words at the Town Hall

meeting which officially launched the campaign to protect the workers' cost of living.
As PLC president, Chris Bennett put it, 'Winning the war did not mean starving the
people'. Federal MPs Frank Tudor, Jim Fenton and W.F. Finlayson urged those
present to stand behind the wharfies and adjured employees in cool stores and on

railways to follow their example. It was probably the nearest an official Labor Party
meeting came to endorsing semi-syndicalist tactics and, in the light of the Unlawful

Associations Act, dangerously provocative. It seemed that the party was condoning the
street protests of the following months as a challenge to the closure of most avenues of
legitimate dissent. But it is evident that they soon lost control of the direction of the
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cost of living campaign to more radical elements and the vast numbers of anonymous
men and especially women who made up the crowds that regularly occupied the streets
in the following months.
I

The problem offood prices was complicated by a wartime agreement with Great

Britain whereby the wheat harvest for 1916-17 had been bought up by the Imperial
authorities,and, from 1915, all frozen meat available for export was guaranteed to
Britain. But a shortage of shipping in 1917 resulted in a buUd-up of frozen meat in
Australian stores and left the grain not in silos to the depredations of weevils and mice

in railway sidings. Flour mUls closed down and farmers stopped selling animals for

slaughter, causing local unemploymentin both industries as well as the closure of many
retail outlets and hence shortages and higher prices for consumers. It was inexplicable
to working-class families who were the sufferers that, as Adela Pankhurst put it,'wWle
men were dying like flies in Europe for Australia, their children, their wives and their
old parents are being robbed'.

On the afternoon of 15 August, for want of any action by state or federal
governments, Pankhurst led a crowd of 2-3000 to the steps of Parliament House in

Spring St, in defiance of a War Precautions regulation prohibiting such gatherings
passed only the previous evening. At this, as well as at an earlier meeting, the majority
audience of women heard angry speeches against food exploiters and were urged to
attack the cool stores and forcibly seize the meat These were the first of many similar
demonstrations and meetings that took place regularly well into September. The
women were led and organised by the Women's Peace League, a group formed

specifically to raise support for the campaign to reduce the high cost of living.
Principal among its leaders were Adela Pankhurst and Jennie Baines, both veterans of

the suffragette campaigns in pre-war Britain, and Lizzie WaUace, a long-time sociafist
activist in Victoria. Day after day they led street marches and protests in the city and
inner suburbs.

The pinnacle of the demonstrations was a 'torchlight procession' held on

September 19 and attended by as many as 10,000 people at one point Beginning at the
Yarra Bank, the initial crowd of about 2,000 moved along the riverside to Princes

Bridge, turned up Flinders St and continued to the top end of the city at Spring St,
growing bolder all the while as thousands more joined in. Two wpmen carrying the
red flag at the head of the procession were quickly arrested and it was not long before
the protest turned into a melee. Road metal picked up en route by the demonstrators
was hurled at police and there were some minor injuries but, after an hour and a half,

the crowd was broken up by baton-wielding constables, some sections breaking away
and escaping down different streets into the city centre. The city's street lamps had

been put out because of the coal shortages arising from the great strike in New South
Wales and, in the dark, demonstrators began smashing shop and office front windows
on a trail of destruction extending along Collins, Russell, Bourke, Flinders and
Elizabeth Streets, and later estimated at £5000. Police were on the defensive and called
on reserves frorn the suburban stations. There is some evidence that particular
premises were singled out by demqnstrators for special attack. One such was J.B.
EUerker Pty Ltd, shipping agents, whose managing director, Mr J. Harrison, had taken
part in the formation of the new union of scab labourers during the great strike.
Furthermore, a group of 5-600 men and women ran down Flinders St, across Queen's
Bridge, turned to the left and started breaking windows at Sennitt's Ice Works, before
barricading themselves with rabbit crates against the mounted police. The crowd then

surged towards South Wharf and up Normanby Rd to the Dunlop Rubber Factory
where more windows were smashed in protest against the dismissal of 1250 men and

women rubber workers on 5 September for refusing to handle black goods during the

stiike.^^ Only the firing of shots into the air by the police dispersed the crowd.
The riots and strikes were.finally put down at the end of September after the
prohibition of meetings at the Yarra Bank,Hinders Park and other well-known places
of assembly, the invocation of the Riot Act, the repeated arrest of the ringleaders—
especially Pankhurst—and the enrolment of over 400 citizens as special constables.
Like the Wobblies, the food rioters found that the forces of law, when marshalled with

determination, were easy victors. By September 1917, the operators of the state
apparatus were in no mood for negotiation or concession; repression was the only
response to dissent that they could countenance.

What is interesting about this episode of protest, however, is not only its

violence and determination but also its methods and rationale, which display strong
elements of resistance to middle-class efforts to turn working-class women into
compliant modem citizens. Recent research in Britain and America demonstrates

considerable continuity in the concerns of working-class women and their means of

protest from the late 18th century up until at least the second decade of the 20th century.
The underlying popular consensus that legitimated periodic pre-industrial bread or food
riots has been called 'moral economy' to distinguish it from the modem economic
rationalism. Any significant outrage to this accepted notion of common weal, such as
soaring prices, malpractices among dealers or middle men, shortages and consequent
hunger, could justify direct action in redress. A riot, then, was the signal of
malfunction, not an irrational and mindless act of violence. The rioters were most

typically the respectable poor who aimed at a restitution of their normal condition. And
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19
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the outbreaks of violence occurred with greatest frequency when the system the people
understood to be the natural order of things was in crisis and breaking down. The
preponderance of women in the crowds is also important in this context and indeed the

police in Melbourne complained that their presence inhibited officers from using their
batons effectively (!). The traditional food riot was very much a female protest. It was
women who noticed the first pangs of hunger in their famiUes and who had to deprive
themselves, thieve,lie, prostitute their bodies and ultimately spiU over into riot Here it

is also important to note that consumption and, hence, the stability of prices was of
greater concern to ordinary people in traditional societies than wage levels. Women's

roles were crucial here for they did the marketing and were more sensitive to price
movements.20

The parallels in Melbourne in 1917 are obvious but there are also differences
that demonstrate a modem class consciousness as well as traditional communal and

feminine values. The demonstrators M look back to 1914 as 'normal' times, and their
major target was indeed the profiteer, the middle-man, as well as the government which
had failed in its role of protector of the people's livelihood. Adela Pankhurst also made
it clear that she
operating on a pre-modem notion of natural and moral law that was
not comprehended in the legalistic and free market assumptions of the Victorian and
federal governments in 1917:
It appeared to me that laws which compelled [the
people] to see their food destroyed by damp and
vermin while their children were in want, did

violate the conscience... We have a perfect right
to break the law, if the law is not made in the

interest of humanity.

For women, the cash nexus had not yet entirely replaced the bread nexus and, as

'workmen's wives' and the providers of food, their concem was not with eaming the
money so much as spending it wisely.21

But, for every reference to natural economic balance, one can also find a

modem determination on the part of the leading protesters to bring about radical social
and economic change. By the early 20th century in Australia, class conflict was
generally more directed to industrial relations and improving wage levels than to costs

and it was the unusual crisis of war time that forced primary attention again to prices.
Socialist ideals infused the rhetoric and whether the ordinary participants were class
conscious or not, their awareness of class organisations like trade unions made their
understanding of economic confrontation a different and more modem one. Thus their
20 Smart, op. cit.

21 Ibid.
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culture was no longer only one of organic rights and obligations, though these persisted
among the women in particular; it was also one that included organised claims to
political and economic power. And indeed, as we have seen, the protesters worked

alongside the unions and the Labor Party in their campaign against the high cost of
living and shortages. They were also conscious of participating in a wider protest in
support of the New South Wales strikers and their Victorian counterparts—I have

already referred to the attack on Eilerkers and on Dunlops, and in another of the
afternoon street marches, the throng paused outside the Atheneum Hall where the
National Service Bureau was enrolling strike breakers to wave umbrellas decorated
with red ribbon and jeer at the scabs.22

But these months from August to October 1917 have more commonly been seen
in Australia as belonging to the Great Strike, not only a more masculine but also a much
more modem, explicitly industrial and political protest than the food riots, though a
recent article by Lucy Taksa in Labour History has taken a new look at the responses of
the ordinary people and stressed the processions and daily gatherings at the Domain,
which have carmvalesque qualities and a sense of moral outrage in common with the
women s protest in Melboume.^^ Since I have talked to this society before about the
effects of the strike in Melboume,I will be quite brief on this part of the breakdown of
the social compact in 1917. And I hope you will forgive me if I repeat some of what
was in that previous paper.24

This major conflict has quite rightly taken on major symbolic significance in

labour history. But I suggest it was not just about capital and labour in the purely
economic sense; it was also about the nature of the political and social culture. Even

more explicitly than in their Economy Campaign, the employing classes, in triggering
the Great Strike, were trying to impose modem capitalist values and a rationalist system
of work discipline and process through the infamous 'card system'. They were also
determined, once the strike had begun, to confront the union movement head on,
concede nothing and, by cmshing what they saw as mutiny, assert the primacy of the
state and the nation. For the employers and political conservatives in Victoria, it was
the culmination of a long campaign to have written on the Victorian statute books

legislation penalising strikers and especially to have strikes banned during the war
years. That many in the union movement recognised that this was an attack on their

22

Ibid.

23

L. Taksa,'Defence Not Defiance'; Social protest and the NSW general strike of 1917',

24

o
,^
rage IU ,

Labour History, no. 60, May 1991, pp. 16-33.
The Event of 1917: A Victorian Perspective", 20 Oct. 1987, circulated as 'An Account of

Events of 1917—An Historic Year for the Australian Labour Movement'(Society for the
study of Labour History, Melbourne Branch).

sense of identity and culture is clear from the comment of the Socialist that the strike

showed that unionism was 'something with a soul... as much concerned with workingclass brotherhood and manly conditions of employment as getting higher wages or
shorter hours . Workers were in fact more eager than their leaders to go out over the
issue.

In Melbourne, by early September,20,000 workers were affected—a third to a

half of them actually on strike or locked out and the rest stood down or on short time.
The wharf labourers,as we know, were already out over the cost of bread but now

added refusal to handle black goods to their cause. They were the mainstay of the
Victorian strike—first out and last back—and comprised over a quarter of the state's
strikers. Until the third week of the general strike, the Trades Hall Council
successfuUy confined industrial action to the Waterside Workers' Federation and the

Seamen s Union. The craft union dominated THC believed that the best support
Victorian workers could give was moral and financial but their attempts to contain the
dispute collapsed late in August after the recruitment of an army of scab workers under
a new War Precautions regulation and then the arrest of two New South Wales union

leaders under yet another War Precautions regulation that made it illegal to invite
workers to strike. The THC was thereby forced to suspend ordinary meetings and
establish in their place a Trade Union Defence Committee which met in secret, making
sure press reporters and any spies were kept outside hearing range. Increasingly the

committee was dominated by representatives of the unskilled unions who now adopted
a strict black goods policy.

First the miners of Wonthaggi and Korumburra came out,followed by the ship
pamters and dockers, the timber workers, carters and drivers, rope and cordage
workers, storemen and packers, iron workers, rubber workers, and coal loaders and
baggers. The use of more and more 'free labour' on the wharves and distribution of

goods increased the number of products declared black. Sugar was, for example,
declared black and this caused confectionary factories to close down,thus throwing out
of work some of the most exploited of aU toilers in the labour force, the young female
confectionary workers whose sufferings became a cause celebre during September
when publicised by Catholic social worker, Fr Lockington. It is also significant in the
light of the argument I am putting about transitional cultures that few of the skilled

workers, more modem and middle-class in their values, were prepared to strike. As
one would expect, too, the scabs came mainly from the nationalist bourgeosie or their
supporters employers, clerks, returned soldiers, university students and the public
schools like Scotch, Xavier and Melbourne Grammar.
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